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China has developed a nationwide security market with two stock exchanges 
located in Shanghai and Shenzhen since 1990. There is a great development in 
China’s security market during the short period. Compare with the hesperian Markets, 
it is a developing and rising security market .One major reason of overspeculation is 
that the bound-rational individual investors who consist of a large percentage in 
China’s security market have heterogeneous belief and they update their belief with 
information asymmetry. 
Based on the result of extensive reference and the relevant predecessors on the 
basis of practice, the research of this paper is the impact of bounded-rational 
investors’ heterogeneous belief on stock market. There are five main points listed as 
follows：Firstly, study and analyze how investors form their belief and make 
investment decision and the relationship between their decision and the price of asset 
and the belief updating process. Secondly, study and analyze how investors whose 
information managing styles are different make decision when there is symmetric 
information and asymmetric information. Thirdly, study the relationship between 
nonlinear ARCH effect and the updating of investors’ belief in market with 
information shock; Fourthly, study how institution with higher rational level optimize 
their investment when there are bound-rational investors Finally, study and whether 
there is ARCH or heterogeneous belief proof in Chinese stock markets. 
The main originalities of the paper are explained as follows: 
Firstly, we build a new hypothesis in investors’ learning dynamics in steady 
market, use the mutation mutational replicator dynamic which is often used in 
evolutionary game theory to describe how belief is updated. We show the steady 
states in the dynamic system of belief updating. Use the system simulation method, 
we show the heterogeneous forecast rule and belief may cause that asset price departs 
from the fundamental value stably and blowout.We build a heterogeneous belief asset 














belief and  prices ,check the steady states in different learning dynamic hypothesis, 
simulate how prices change. 
 Secondly, we build an econometric model to check heterogeneous belief for the 
first time.We show that there is long-standing belief heterogeneity in Chinese stock 
markets. We indicate the ARCH models can explain the price fluctuation in Chinese 
stock markets. There is volatility clustering and lever effect .The bad information 
shock is bigger than good information shock. 
Thirdly, we build heterogeneous belief asset pricing models in one asst and 
multi-asst market with symmetric and asymmetric information and analyze how the 
information and heterogeneous belief affect the market price.We prove that charist can  
earn more than the fundamental-value investor in some condition, fundamental-value 
investor can not drive the charist out of the market.No belief can earn more than 
others in long term running.Using system simulation,we find that updating of 
heterogeneous belief is a important reason for ARCH effect.We build game models to 
analyze how the institution play invest game and what equilibriums they arrive. 
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